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Whole-Brain Adaptive 70-kVp Perfusion Imaging with Variable
and Extended Sampling Improves Quality and Consistency

While Reducing Dose
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Despite common use of CTP to assess cerebral hemodynamics in the setting of ischemia, concerns over
radiation exposure remain. Our aim was to evaluate the efficacy of an adaptive 70-kVp (peak) whole-brain CTP protocol with variable
sampling intervals and extended duration against an established fixed-sampling, limited-period protocol at 80 kVp.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: A retrospective analysis of 37 patients with stroke scanned with conventional (n � 17) and variant-protocol
(n � 20) whole-brain CTP was performed. We compared radiation dose, parametric map quality, and consistency of full-contrast circu-
lation capture between a modified 70-kVp protocol, with 20 whole-brain passes at variable sampling intervals over an extended sampling
period, and a conventional 80-kVp CTP examination with 24 passes at fixed-sampling intervals and a more limited scanning window.
Mann-Whitney U test analysis was used to compare both protocols.

RESULTS: The 70-kVp CTP scan provided superior image quality at a 45% lower CT dose index volume and 13% lower dose-length
product/effective dose compared with the conventional 80-kVp scan. With respect to the consistency of contrast-passage capture, 95%
of the adaptive, extended protocol continued through the venous return to baseline, compared with only 47% by using the conventional
limited-length protocol. Rapid sampling during the critical arterial arrival and washout period was accomplished in nearly 95% with both the
variable and fixed-sampling-interval protocols.

CONCLUSIONS: Seventy-kilovolt (peak) CTP with variable and extended sampling produces improved image quality at lower radiation
doses with greater consistency of full contrast passage capture.

ABBREVIATIONS: CTDIvol � CT dose index volume; DLP � dose-length product

CT perfusion studies involve repeated dynamic scanning dur-

ing the passage of contrast to and through the brain. The

derived parametric maps of CBF, CBV, and transit times can be

integral to the evaluation and management of acute stroke and

chronic neurovascular steno-occlusive disease. Despite wide-

spread use, concerns over the potential dangers of high radiation

exposure remain,1,2 particularly with more recent 4D or shuttle

whole-brain scanning approaches.

Radiation dose is disproportionately dependent on tube volt-

age, thus the use of lower kilovolt (peak) values has been the

principal strategy for managing exposure in CTP.3 Additional

strategies include reducing the temporal resolution4-6 and limit-

ing the scan duration.7 Traditionally, CTP studies have been per-

formed at 80 kVp,3 the lowest energy setting available on most

clinical scanners, with a fixed, limited scanning period (40 – 60�

seconds) and regular sampling intervals (every 1– 4 seconds).4-6

We evaluated radiation dose, image quality, and contrast cycle

capture consistency of a variant protocol for whole-brain CTP

using 3 innovations—lower 70 kVp, variable sampling intervals,

and longer sampling periods— comparing it with the existing,

conventional approach used at our institution. We hypothesized

that the new 70-kVp protocol would result in a reduced radiation

dose while providing comparable parametric image quality and

improved consistency of full contrast cycle capture compared
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with conventional approaches. To our knowledge, the use of 70-

kVp CTP coupled with variable and extended sampling has not

been reported.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
The institutional review board approved this retrospective sin-

gle-center, Health Insurance Portability and Accountability

Act– compliant study, with a waiver of informed consent. Our

institutional radiology data base was queried to identify pa-

tients with a presumptive diagnosis of stroke who underwent

clinically indicated head CTP from January 2013 through De-

cember 2013.

Scanning Technique
In our institution, patients with suspected acute stroke who are

candidates for thrombolysis undergo unenhanced CT. When ap-

propriate, CTP examinations then follow on one of our 2 capable

scanners. Patients scanned on our AS� 128 scanner (Siemens,

Erlangen, Germany) are evaluated with our 70-kVp adaptive 4D

spiral CTP protocol. Patients scanned on our LightSpeed VCT

(GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) scanner have a conven-

tional design, helical shuttle 80-kVp examination. Because of

scanner limitations, only the 80-kVp examinations benefited

from iterative reconstruction (Adaptive Statistical Iterative

Reconstruction level 70). The 70-kVp studies were reconstructed

with filtered back-projection. All CTPs are performed by using a

contrast bolus of 40 mL of nonionic iodinated contrast media

(iopamidol, Isovue 370; Bracco Diagnostics, Princeton, New Jer-

sey) administered via a power injector at a rate of 4 mL/s, followed

by a saline flush of 40 mL at a 3-mL/s injection rate. Scanning is

initiated 8 seconds after the onset of contrast injection in all cases.

In the conventional 80-kVp protocol, 24 whole-brain passes are

made at a fixed rate of 1.7 seconds per pass (temporal resolution,

1.7–3.4 seconds in a shuttle mode) for 39 seconds. In the adaptive

70-kVp protocol, 20 passes are performed at the following varied

intervals: 3 passes every 3 seconds intended for the prearrival

baseline, 13 passes every 1.5 seconds targeting the rise and fall of

enhancement, and 3 passes at 7.5-second intervals to complete

and extend the temporal sampling window for 51 seconds (Fig 1).

Detailed technical parameters of the 2 different CTP examina-

tions are given in Table 1. We routinely extract physiologic, time-

resolved CTA from all CTP datasets, avoiding the radiation and

contrast needed for an additional dedicated study.

Data Processing
All CTP studies were processed at 5-mm thickness with CT

Perfusion 4D on an Advantage Workstation 4.6 (GE Health-

care). Arterial and venous input functions were automatically

selected by the perfusion software (Perfusion 4D; GE Health-

care) and varied by case, though the algorithm typically de-

faults to the proximal internal carotid or basilar artery and the

sigmoid sinus. Fully automated processing was used unless

visual validation by a neuroradiologist suggested the need for

semiautomated processing after correction of the arterial

and/or venous input over the basilar or internal carotid artery

and sigmoid sinus, respectively.

Image Quality Analysis
All CTP studies were reviewed as saved DICOM datasets on the

Advantage 4.6 Workstation.

For quantitative analysis of the parametric images, identical

single regions of interest measuring 5 mm2 were placed in the WM

and GM of the medial left occipital lobe on the CBF, CBV, and

time-to-maximum maps for both CTP protocols. The medial oc-

cipital lobe was chosen because it is less likely to be involved in

ischemia than the larger MCA territory. If the left posterior cere-

bral territory was involved, the region of interest was placed on the

contralateral normal side. In addition, single ROI measurements

were made on source images at the level of the left thalamus at

peak arterial and venous enhancement (Fig 2).

We acquired the following quantitative parameters:

1) Signal (S), defined as the mean CT attenuation values in

Hounsfield units.

2) Image noise (IN), defined as the SD of CT attenuation

values.

3) SNR � (Mean WM Region of Interest) / (SD WM Region of

Interest) or (S) / (IN).

Additionally, 3 radiologists with 6, 9, and 20� years of neuro-

radiology experience independently performed a qualitative as-

FIG 1. Sample middle-brain time-attenuation curves for the 2 CTP protocols.

Table 1: CTP parameters
70 kVp 80 kVp

Tube current 150 mAs 80 mAs
Section thickness 5 mm 5 mm
Passes 20 passes 24 passes
Range 144 mm 120 mm
Time per pass 3, 1.5, 7.5 seconds 1.7 seconds
Scan window 51 seconds 39 seconds
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sessment of the parametric image sets blinded to the acquisition

protocol. Readers were asked to rate overall image quality and

gray matter–white matter differentiation of the CBV, CBF, and a

variety of transit times maps, including time-to-maximum, time-

to-peak, first moment (impulse residual

function at the zero time point), and

mean transit time on a 3-point scale: 3

being ideal, 2 being less than ideal, and 1

being nondiagnostic. Window and level

settings were standardized for initial re-

view, but each reader was also allowed to

vary the settings. Image-quality scores

were averaged across readers for analysis

and are presented as mean value � SD.

Time-Attenuation Curve Analysis
A board-certified radiologist with 1 year

of neuroradiology experience analyzed

and compared the first-pass perfusion

time-attenuation curves to assess the rate

at which each protocol imaged the desired

portions of the enhancement cycle as in-

tended: capture of the precontrast arrival

baseline, fast sampling from the arterial

contrast arrival through the midportion of the downslope back to

baseline, and continued sampling through the venous return to

baseline.

Radiation Dose Assessment
Mean doses of the 2 protocols were recorded and compared. The

CT dose index volume (CTDIvol) in milligrays and the dose-

length product (DLP) were extracted from the scan dose page.

The effective dose in millisieverts was estimated by multiplying

the DLP by a constant region-specific conversion coefficient of

0.0023 mSv / (mGy�cm).8 The percentage reduction when com-

paring the mean CTDIvol used in examinations with 80 kVp with

the mean CTDIvol of 70 KVp was calculated according to the

following formula: 100% � (CTDIvol 70 kVp / CTDIvol 80

kVp) � 100. The same analysis was performed with the DLP and

effective dose.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed by using the commercial

GraphPad Prism, Version 5.00 for Mac OS X (GraphPad Soft-

ware, San Diego California). Radiation variables were compared

by using the Student t test for unpaired samples. The Kendall

coefficient of concordance was calculated to evaluate the degree of

consensus among the 3 observers.9 The Mann-Whitney U test was

applied to compare image-quality results between the 70-kVp and

80-kVp CTP protocols. Numeric data were expressed as mean �

SD. P � .05 was a statistically significant result.

RESULTS
Thirty-seven patients (15 men and 22 women), with a mean age of

66 years (range, 48 –92 years) and a presumptive diagnosis of

stroke, underwent brain CTP in our institution. Of those, 17 cases

were performed with the conventional 80-kVp CTP protocol (4

men and 13 women; mean age, 64 years), and 20, with the adap-

tive 70-kVp CTP (9 men and 11 women; mean age, 66 years). The

average NIHSS score was 9.35 for the patients scanned with the

70-kVp and 12.06 for those scanned with the 80-kVp protocol.

FIG 2. A, Parametric map showing placement of regions of interest in the WM and GM of the left
medial occipital lobe. B, The region of interest is measured at the peak arterial phase over the left
thalamus.

Table 2: Quantitative analysisa

70 kVp 80 kVp P Value
CBF

WM
Mean 5.47 8.76 .05
SD 2.26 4.47 .35
SNR 2.81 3.20 .66

GM
Mean 40.03 40.76 .87
SD 14.84 16.94 .94
SNR 4.38 3.95 .92

CBV
WM

Mean 1.50 0.95 .44
SD 0.41 0.35 .21
SNR 3.15 4.97 .07

GM
Mean 4.88 3.49 .75
SD 1.45 1.08 .21
SNR 5.34 6.53 .18

Tmax
WM

Mean 7.81 6.52 .10
SD 1.72 1.63 .47
SNR 6.22 7.08 .96

GM
Mean 3.94 4.51 .13
SD 0.68 1.03 .31
SNR 6.82 6.72 .82

Arterial max
Thalamus

Mean 59.71 50.25 .0005
SD 11.96 11.34 .426
SNR 6.43 4.69 .3316

Venous max
Thalamus

Mean 56.72 48.68 .0032
SD 11.67 10.91 .3811
SNR 5.11 4.62 .4738

Note:—max indicates maximum; Tmax, time-to-maximum.
a Data are presented as mean, SD, and SNR.
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The overall incidence of stroke was 70.3% (26/37), with 88.5%

(23/26) involving the anterior circulation and 11.5% (3/26), the

posterior circulation. Fourteen stroke cases were diagnosed by

using 70-kVp protocol: Eleven were anterior circulation strokes

(5 left MCA, 1 left ICA, and 5 right MCA), and 3 were posterior

strokes, involving the pons, right middle cerebellar peduncle, and

bilateral cerebellum. Twelve stroke cases were diagnosed with the

80-kVp protocol: All were anterior strokes, with 7 left MCA, 1 left

ICA, 2 right MCA, 1 right anterior cerebral artery/MCA border-

zone, and 1 right anterior choroidal artery.

The time from symptom onset to scanning ranged from 25

minutes to 5 hours in the 70-kVp group and 50 minutes to 4 hours

at 80 kVp. A stroke alert response time of �20 minutes to CT was

maintained in all patients who presented on arrival to the emer-

gency department.

Image Quality
No significant quantitative differences were found on parametric

maps between protocols. Source image contrast enhancement

was significantly higher at 70 kVp than with 80 kVp, though no

significant differences in noise or SNR were found. Quantitative

data are summarized in Table 2. The interobserver agreement in

the qualitative assessment of parametric maps was good (Kendall

coefficient, 0.46).9 Overall image quality was significantly better

by using the 70-kVp CTP protocol for all 3 parameters: CBF (P �

.02), CBV (P � .04), and transit times (P � .01), compared with

80 kVp. Scores of the 70-kVp and 80-kVp CTP protocols for

GM-WM differentiation were comparable in CBF and transit

times, while CBV using 70-kVp CTP was associated with signifi-

cantly better GM-WM differentiation (P � .02) (Table 3 and Figs

3 and 4).

Time-Attenuation Curves
Time-attenuation curve analysis revealed that by using the adap-

tively sampled longer 70-kVp CTP technique (sampling extended

to 51 seconds), 95% (19/20) of the studies captured the venous

return to baseline, compared with only 47% (8/17) of the studies

scanned by using the fixed-interval limited-length 80-kVp proto-

col (39 seconds). Rapid sampling during the critical arterial ar-

rival and washout period was comparable in both protocols, cap-

tured at 95% (19/20) with the 70-kVp adaptive protocol and at

94% (16/17) with the 80-kVp fixed protocol.

FIG 3. Normal-sample CTP datasets from the 70-kVp protocol: CBF (A), CBV (B), time-to-maximum (C), TTP (D). From the 80-kVp protocol: CBF
(E), CBV (F), time-to-maximum (G), TTP (H).

Table 3: Qualitative analysis of overall quality and gray-white
matter differentiation in 80-kVp and 70-kVp whole-brain CTPa

70 kVp 80 kVp P Value
Overall quality

CBF 2.95 � 0.167 2.81 � 2.84 .0459
CBV 2.95 � 0.167 2.76 � 0.305 .0173
TT 2.89 � 0.224 2.69 � 0.276 .0113

GM-WM differentiation
CBF 2.91 � 0.187 2.83 � 0.314 .5598
CBV 2.93 � 0.178 2.70 � 0.347 .0278
TT 2.86 � 0.231 2.69 � 0.276 .0630

Note:—TT indicates transit time.
a Data are presented as means and SD.
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Radiation Dose
Differences in mean CTDIvol, DLP, and effective dose between

groups were statistically significant (all P � .01). At 70 kVp, there was

a 45.31% reduction of the mean CTDIvol (105 mGy) compared with

80 kVp (192 mGy). Despite an approximately 12-second wider scan-

ning window and greater anatomic coverage (144 versus 120 mm),

there was a 13.27% reduction of the mean DLP (1588 mGy�cm) and

of the mean effective dose (3.65 mSv) when using the 70-kVp proto-

col compared with the 1831 mGy�cm and 4.21 mSv at 80 kVp. Table

4 summarizes the radiation dose results.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we evaluated the efficacy of a 70-kVp whole-brain

CTP protocol with variable sampling intervals and extended sam-

pling against our established fixed-sampling, limited-period pro-

tocol at 80 kVp. Our protocol goals included reduced dose,

matched or superior image quality, and more consistent contrast-

passage capture. To the best of our knowl-

edge, our protocol is an approach that has

not yet been reported.

Several methods have been proposed

to limit the radiation dose in CTP, includ-

ing reducing the tube voltage,3,10,11 low-

ering the tube current,10 dropping the

temporal resolution,4-6 and shortening

the scan duration.7 Reducing the tube

voltage has a disproportionate effect on

dose (eg, there is a 5-fold dose reduction

in shifting from 140 to 80 kVp).12 Winter-

mark et al3 demonstrated that moving to

80 kVp from 120 kVp both reduced radi-

ation dose, reporting a CTDIvol of 291

mGy, and increased the effectiveness of

contrast enhancement in CTP. At present,

the widely practiced standard for CTP has

been 80 kVp at 200 mAs or less.3,13 Our

study used 70 kVp, a setting available on

many clinical scanners, and 150 mAs, re-

sulting in a CTDIvol of 105 mGy, 63%

lower than the 80-kVp protocol used in

the study of Wintermark et al.3 The use of

even lower kilovolt (peak) further en-

hances the attenuation of contrast be-

cause the 70-kVp beam energy even more

closely approximates the iodine k-edge

(33.2 KeV)12
. The net result is a lower net

dose per whole-brain pass.

Another approach to radiation dose

limitation is the use of wider sampling intervals. Conventional

CTP studies use regular sampling intervals for a fixed period with

length limited by dose concerns. The optimal sampling rate re-

mains controversial. Wintermark et al4 found that a sampling

interval of �1 second could be used without altering the quanti-

tative accuracy of CTP and recommended a sampling interval of 3

seconds over 42 seconds if a contrast bolus of 40 mL with an

injection rate of 4 mL/s is used. Wiesmann et al14 also stated that

temporal resolution could be reduced to 3 seconds without sig-

nificant compromise in image quality. In a more recent study,

Shankar et al15 suggested the use of a temporal resolution of up to

4 seconds for whole-brain CTP. However, other groups con-

cluded that sampling intervals longer than 1 second yielded sig-

nificantly poorer depiction of ischemic areas.5,6,16

Traditional fixed-sampling approaches have a uniform scan-

ning rate over the entire CTP acquisition. Because certain por-

tions of the contrast passage are likely less sensitive to sampling

frequency, such as the pre-enhancement baseline and the down-

ward slope toward the return to and through baseline, reducing

sampling rates during these segments is appealing. The “omitted”

samples can be traded for dose reduction or for higher temporal

resolution during key segments of arterial tissue passage. Variable

sampling for CTP has been reported by investigators working

with wide 320-channel detector systems with favorable results.15

To date, variable intervals have yet to be investigated on the much

FIG 4. Two different patients with left MCA ischemia. CBF (A) and CBV (B) at 70-kVp and CBF (C)
and CBV (D) at 80-kVp CTP. Note the decreased CBF and preserved CBV.

Table 4: CTDIvol and DLP/ED values for whole-brain CTP
examinations at 80 kVp and 70 kVp with different scanners

70 kVp 80 kVp

Percentage Reduction

100% − (70 kVp/80 kVp) ×
100

CTDIvol (mGy) 105 192 45.31
DLP (mGy�cm) 1588 1831 13.27
ED (mSv) 3.65 4.21 13.27

Note:—ED indicates effective dose.
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more commonly used conventional 64-channel detector systems,

despite wide clinical availability.

Overall scanning time can also be reduced in the interest of

dose control. With fixed-sampling, the dose is directly propor-

tional to the scanning period, which encourages shorter scans.

Shorter scan time increases the risk that due to variability in car-

diac output, a number of examinations may not continue through

the venous return to baseline; this difference challenges the calcu-

lation of parametric maps based on deconvolution principles.17,18

Longer sampling periods provide greater consistency of capture

of the full contrast cycle from arterial arrival through venous re-

turn over a broad range of cardiac outputs. Adaptive asymmetric

sampling intervals permit extended scan windows with dose neu-

trality because scans ordinarily taken at close intervals during be-

fore, and after arterial passage are traded for those at wide inter-

vals at the end of the scanning period; the trading affords

protection against premature termination. With a variable sam-

pling rate, dose is independent of the length of the scanning win-

dow and instead is related to the total number of samples.

The classic CTP protocol described by Wintermark et al4 had

only a 40-second scanning window, starting 7 seconds after the

contrast injection, similar to the 39-second and 8-second delay for

the 24 fixed-rate whole-brain passes of our standard 80-kVp ex-

amination. In the variable-rate 70-kVp protocol, the scan window

for 20 whole-brain passes was extended to 51 seconds. Analysis of

the time-attenuation curve revealed that when scanning with the

wider CTP window, nearly all of the studies continued through

the venous return to baseline, while only the half of the studies

using the limited-length protocol did. Discovery of this failure

rate provoked a subsequent change in our clinical 80-kVp proto-

col, with the sampling time now extended to 43 seconds at the cost

of a modest 10% increase in dose.

Previous studies using whole-brain CTP imaging with fixed-

sampling rates reported radiation doses of 7.6 mSv,19 4.56 mSv,20

and 4.6 mSv,21 depending on the protocol. With our 20 whole-

brain passes at 70 kVp, we achieved a considerable reduction of

the effective dose to 3.65 mSv. Despite a 13% reduction in the

effective dose compared with our standard 80-kVp protocol,

overall quality was rated significantly better in the 70-kVp proto-

col and GM-WM differentiation was similar in both the quanti-

tative and qualitative analyses.

We acknowledge several limitations in our study. The retro-

spective study design and small sample size may have introduced

sampling errors or other dataset biases and require a confirmation

of our findings in a prospective trial and a larger population. In

addition, we compared studies between scanners from different

manufacturers with different acquisition methods. We are unable

to exclude the possible influence of different technical specifica-

tions such as x-ray generator/tube, detection system, and recon-

struction algorithm on image quality and radiation dose. Param-

eters such as z-axis coverage of each acquisition, detector

configuration, and the use of shuttle mode are slightly different

between scanner models. Finally, while all the parametric maps

were processed with a form of 4D noise reduction, because of

scanner limitations, the 70-kVp datasets did not benefit from it-

erative reconstruction as did the CTP studies at 80 kVp; this dif-

ference diminished the impact of protocol variation on image

quality and possible dose reduction. A future study might seek to

validate our conclusions on a single scanner.

CONCLUSIONS
Whole-brain adaptive perfusion imaging at 70 kVp produces sig-

nificant improvement in image quality compared with traditional

80-kVp acquisitions at lower radiation doses while providing

greater consistency of full-contrast transit capture.
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